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A COUNTEREXAMPLE CONCERNING THE MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM OF A SUBHARMONIC FUNCTION

ALEXANDER FRYNTOV

(Communicated by Albert Baernstein II)

Abstract. For every A > 0 a function u subharmonic in the plane is con-

structed such that u has the order p = 1 + A and satisfies the condition

minu(re'*)/ma\u(re'9) < -(C + 1)    for every r > 0,

where C = C(p) > 0. This example answers a question of W. K. Hayman.

Let / be an entire function of finite order p, and let

M(r, f) = max|/(re"»)|,        ß(r, f) = min|/(r«?«>)|.
V <P

The well-known cos n /»-theorem asserts that if p < 1, then

.. log/i(r, f) ^
lim sup,     ,-.—7T > cos no.

r-.oo   logAf(r, f)~

In 1952 Hayman [H2] proved that for every p > p0, p being positive and large
enough, there exists an entire function of order p such that

limsupi2i^4 <-cip)<-l;
r-»oo   log Mir, f)

in fact, cip) is unbounded as p -» oo. However, the question [HI] of what
happens when p is close to one remained open up to the present time. The

purpose of this paper is to give a particular answer to this question.
In fact, for every p > 1 we construct a function u subharmonic in C that

satisfies the conditions:

(i)   m(0) = 0;
(ii)   Bir,u) = rt>, 0<r<oo;

(hi)   L(u, r)/B(u, r) < -(I + C(p)) for every r > 0 and some C(p) > 0.

(Here L and B denote the lower and upper bounds of u(z) on the circle

\z\ = r.)

In order to get a corresponding example of an entire function, it is sufficient
to use a suitable theorem on the approximation of a subharmonic function by
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the logarithm of modulus of an entire one (see [A] or [Yu]). The details will be
given in Appendix 2.

TWO LEMMAS

To construct this example we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1. For every T > 1 and every x, T > x > 1, there exists a subharmonic

function g such that for some a > 0 the following relations are valid:

(1) B(g,r) = g(-r) = r,

00

(2) g(r)<-(l+a)r   Vr G   \J  [Tk , xTk]= ¿%+(T, x).

k=—oo

Proof. First we introduce some notation. Let T, x be positive numbers such

that 1 < x < T, and let I( be the complex e-neighborhood of the interval
I = IQ = [l,x]. Let

oo

3lt(T,x) =    U    Tkh.
k=—oo

Denote by %e the family of subharmonic functions that satisfy the inequality
( z = reie )

(3) Ktc-O<{o
r(l+cos0)   for z$ae(T, x),

for z£^t(T, x).

Let u be the least upper bound of this family. Obviously, « is a subharmonic

function. This function satisfies the relations

(4) u(Tz) = Tu(z)

and

(5) u(-r) = 0   Vr>0.

If u(z) < r(l +COSÖ) then u is harmonic in some ¿-neighborhood of z;

indeed, otherwise the function u¿ continuous in C, coinciding with u outside

this neighborhood and harmonic inside, belongs to ^f. The same argument

shows that if u ^ 0 then u > 0 outside (-oo, 0] U3lt (T, x). We will prove

later that u ^ 0. Assuming this let us finish the proof of the lemma. If v > 0
is small enough then

u(z) <r(l+cos6),        z = re'6 £ ie+„ ,

and, hence, u is harmonic in ie+„\7t. Since u is positive and harmonic in

ie+(/\7e and u(z) = 0, z g 7e, the normal derivative of u (in the direction of

outward normal to the boundary of 7e ) has positive infimum on dle . Denote

by G[fz, 1) the Green function of ie with the pole at 1. We remark that its

normal derivative is bounded since the boundary of Ie is smooth. Hence, the
function

i«(z) forzGCy^(7\T),

V{Z)     \ -yTkGIe(z/Tk, 1)    for z G TkIe
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is subharmonic if y > 0 is sufficiently small. It is clear that

(6) v(r)<-ar,        r£^(T+,x),

for some positive a.

The function
g(rew) = -reos 6 + v(rew)

satisfies all conditions of Lemma 1 due to properties (3)-(6).
It remains to prove that u ^ 0 with an appropriate choice of e . Consider

the domains

Ûe,i = {z :|argz| <n -6, z ¿&e+(T, t)}

for some S > 0.
There exists a function uej positive and harmonic inside the domain fíe ,5

and vanishing on its boundary. This function is unique up to a multiplicative

constant (see Appendix 1). As the region Qe ¿ is invariant under the transfor-

mation z K-» Tz, we conclude from the uniqueness of u(j that

(7) ueJ(Tz) = TPueJ(z)

for some positive p = p(e, S). We always extend ueg to a subharmonic

function in the plane by putting it equal to zero outside £le,s ■ To complete

the proof we need to show that for every fixed T and x £ ( 1, T) there exist e

and ô such that

(8) P(e,ô) = l.

In this case the function uej(z) after multiplication by a suitable positive

constant will belong to % .
To prove (8) we show that p(e , Ô) is continuous for all admissible (so small

that Q.ej is connected) values of e and ô and takes values greater and smaller

than 1.
First, we show that p(0, 0) < 1. Indeed, wn.o is positive and harmonic in

the upper halfplane. So

ta\ f "o.Qv*) ^„ .(9) J^——dx<00t

which is consistent with (7) only if p < 1.
Second, it follows from the Phragmen-Lindelöf Principle that p(t, ô) > 1 if

8>n/2.
Since the continuity of p(e , ¿) is proved in Appendix 1, this completes the

proof of Lemma 1.

We need also the following lemma.

Lemma 2. For every A G (0, 1) and T > 1 there exist x £ (1, T) and a

subharmonic function v such that

(10) vi-r) = B(v,r) = rA    for r £ [0, 00),

00

(11) v(r)<-2rA    forr£   (J [t-'/At*/A; t*/A]

k=—00
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Proof. Let Ai = TX'A. Consider the function

/>+oo

(12) g(z)= I
Jo

log !~? ¿MO,

fi^re") = {

where p is the measure supported by the set {Mk}™=_00 and

p{Mk} = MAk,        k£N.

It is easy to see that integral (12) defines a subharmonic function with g(Mz)

= M*g(z),  z G C. Now put

fireie) = /(re-,e) = r* cos(A(Ö - jt/2)) ,        0 < 6 < n.

The function / is subharmonic in the plane. Then the function

uy(z) = yg(z) + f(z)

is subharmonic for every positive y and satisfies the relations

(13) iA(l + yA)>uy(±ir) = B(r,Uy)>rA(l-yA),        rel,

(14) Uy(Mz) = M*Uy(z),        zgC,

where A = sup{£(/r)/rA : r > 0} (it is clear that 0 < A < oo). Setting

Uy(z) for |t9| < 7t/2,

ma\{B(r,Uy), (1 + Ay)Iacos(A(n - 9))}    for \n - d\ <n/2,

we show that according to (13) this function is subharmonic if y > 0 is small

enough. Indeed, if y > 0 is sufficiently small then the inequality

(1 + y A) cos(Att/2) <(l-yA)<B(r, uy)r~*

is valid, so üy is equal to uy in some angle {re,e : \6\ < ô}, ô > n/2, and

üy(-r) = B(r,ùy) = r*(l + yA).
Using (13), (14), and the equality «,(1) = -oo we conclude that the function

v(z) = (l + yA)-xüy(z)

satisfies all conditions of Lemma 2 for some suitable x. Lemma 2 is proved.

Construction of the example

Suppose p e (1,2), and let A = p - 1. We choose T > 1 arbitrarily; for
example, put T - 2. According to Lemma 2 there exist x £ (1, T) and a

subharmonic function v satisfying (10) and (11). According to Lemma 1 for
this x there exists a subharmonic function g which satisfies (1) and (2) for

some a > 0. Define the function u in the following way:

g(rl+Aeie(l+A)y for   |0|<7t/(l+A),

for |7t-0|< äA/(1+A).

It follows from (1) and (10) that this function u is subharmonic in the plane

and satisfies (ii). Property (iii) follows from (2) and (11).
For p > 2 consider u(zn) with a suitable n G N.

The example is constructed.

r   toy _ / g(ri+*eif>(x+*)
U[re   >      \ v/_rl+l/Aei6(l+l/A))
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Appendix 1

The results in this appendix are essentially known, but we could not find a
convenient reference.

1. Let Q = Qe<s be the domain described in the proof of Lemma 1. We
prove that there exists a function u positive and harmonic in Q and vanishing

on öQ. Denote by G the Green function of Q; fix a point zq £ Q; and

choose a sequence zk —► oo, zk £Q. Then the sequence of positive harmonic

functions uk(z) = G(z, zk)/G(zo, zk) is equicontinuous at every point z G Q.

If we extend uk by putting uk(z) = 0, z G C\fí, then the sequence uk will

be equicontinuous in Q. This follows from a simple application of the two-

constants theorem. Thus any limit function u of the sequence uk is positive

and harmonic in Q and vanishes on the boundary. We have u(zq) = 1, so

«5É0.
2. Let us prove that a positive harmonic function in Q vanishing on the

boundary is unique up to a multiplication by a positive constant. We use a
modification of the argument in [Kj].

Let U be the set of all such functions. Without loss of generality we may

suppose that 5 in the definition of the domain Í2 is equal to n/2 since the

general case may be reduced to this by conformai mapping.

Let K = {r0e'e : \6\ < n/2}, r0 £ ß. Let u £ U. It is easy to see that

the function g(z) — u(z)/^.z defined in the right halfplane can be extended

continuously to K and has a positive infimum on K.
The basic assertion that we will use for the proof of the uniqueness is the

following. There exists d > 0 such that for every u G U we have

(15) m^Kg\Z\<d.
nrmze/s: g(z)

Assume that (15) is false. Then there exists a sequence uk(z) £ U such that

(16) maWz)^

minzeA: g(z)

We may suppose B(2ro, uk) = 1. By the Harnack inequality the sequence {uk}
is a precompact family of harmonic functions on ß, and by normalization no

subsequence of this sequence tends to oo or to identical 0. Applying the two-
constants theorem we see that all limit functions vanish on the boundary, so all

limit functions belong to U. So (16) cannot occur and (15) holds.
We remark that ( 15) remains true (with the same constant d ) if we take z G

TkK instead of z g K since U is invariant with respect to the transformations
u(z) h-» u(Tkz).

Let u,v £ U be two different functions. Let ak be the sequence defined as

ak = sup{o : u(z) - akv(z) > 0 for z G TkK}.

It is evident that ak \ a for some nonnegative a. Then set nk = ak - a -* 0.

The sequence

u(z)-akv(z) = rk(z)

converges to a nonnegative function r(z) = rk(z) + nkv(z), and either r(z) G U

or r(z) = 0. According to the definition of a^ the function rk(z)/^tz is zero
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at some point of TkK, since otherwise (15) implies that (rk(z) - t]vk(z))/dtz

will be positive on TkK for some « > 0. Thus we have

r(zk)        v(zk)

Uzk      ,fc Kzk

for some point zk £ TkK. Therefore, applying (15) to both the left and right
sides of the last relation we obtain

-W<drik^T

for every point z £ K. (This proof is valid when r(z) £ U. When r(z) = 0

this inequality is trivial.) By the maximum principle

r(z) < d2t]kv(z)       for|z|< TkK;

hence r(z) = 0. So we get u(z) = av(z), and hence the uniqueness is proved.

3. Finally we prove that the order p(e , ö) of the positive harmonic function

ue¡¿ in ße g vanishing on the boundary is continuous for 0 < ô < n/2 and

0 < e < €o, where eo is small enough. It follows from the uniqueness of uej

that utj(Tz) = Cuej(z), where C=T? . So

ni,                          nU   ,,     lo%(utj(Tzo)/uej(zo))
(17) p(e,S)=-j^-,

where z0 is an arbitrary point in ße j ■ Assume that e„ -> e0, ô„ -> So. We

may suppose that zo G ße„ ,$„ for all « . Then (after selection of a subsequence

if necessary) we have u€n ts„ -* v , on compacta in ßt0 ¿0, where v is a positive

harmonic function in ß£o>(50, vanishing on the boundary. From the uniqueness

it follows that v — Cu(Qts0, and we have

P(*n, on) -* P(eO,¿o)

in view of (17).

Appendix 2

In this appendix we show how to get the corresponding entire example from

the subharmonic one. We need an approximation theorem of Azarin [A] and

the notion of a Co-set.
First we give the definition of a Co-set. A set E is called a Co-set if it may

be covered by disks B(pk, Çk) (pk are their radii, Çk are the centers) such that

the relation

lim - y^ oí- = 0
r^oo r   ¿-^

lí*l<r

is valid.
Now we cite Azarin's theorem on the approximation of subharmonic func-

tions.

Theorem A. Let u(z) be a subharmonic function of finite proximate order p(r).

Then there exists an entire function f(z) of the same proximate order p(r) and

the same type with respect to this order, and there exists a Co-set E such that

the estimate
log|/(z)|-M(z) = 0(|z|'(lzl»), |z|->oo,

holds outside E.
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Let D be an open set intersecting every circle \z\ = r such that TD = D, T

being taken from the definition of the subharmonic function u(z). Let E be

a Co-set. It is easy to see that there exists r0 such that the set D\E intersects

every circle of radii larger than r0. Indeed, if this is not so then there exists a

sequence ^-»oo such that

mes{p : rkeilf £ E} > mes{cp : rkei,f £D}>S>0,       rk -> oo.

But the latter inequality contradicts the definition of a Co-set.

Now taking e > 0 small enough to satisfy I + a- e > 1 and setting D -

{z : u(z) < -(1 + a - e)\z\p} we can construct by Azarin's theorem an entire

function f(z) and a Co-set E such that

B(\z\,lo%\f(z)\)-B(\z\,u(z)) = o(\z\<>),        |r|-oo,  zgC,

and
log|/(z)|-K(z) = o(|z|>), |z|->oo,  Z£C\D.

Since the set D\E intersects every circle \z\ = r for all sufficiently large r > r0,

we have

5(|z|,log|/(z)|) = (l+0(l))|zr, |Z|-KX>,

and
L(|*|, log|/(*)|) < -(1 +a-e)(l +o(l))\z\", |*| - oo,

and hence the function /(*) gives the needed example.
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